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Step 1: Send the link to friends/family of a vet 
you think needs work

We will handle the rest. There is no knowing of how much just the information below will help your peer veteran-lets get 
To the problem even if we do not have all the answers, we are in a mission to get purpose back in a veteran's life..
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Step 2: How to make a resume
Mission: Accurately demonstrate the value you are to a hiring organization
Must haves: Meeting or exceeding the minimum requirements for the job and no spelling errors
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How to make a resume (continued) 
Need to Know: You should always adjust your resume to reflect your direct experience as it relates to the specific job 
You are applying to.  This can also be done with the cover letter which guides the employer through your resume.
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Step 3: How to Interview
Need to Know: Interview are where the resume meets the Veteran.. Like Mission Planning, you have to rehearse the plan
In order to meet Mission Success

1. Look up the company online or visit the company if they are nearby, read up on their mission statement and see
they do business.  This will give you an overwhelming advantage when talking to the interviewer 

2.    A day  prior, have a friend or family member ask you about the job requirements listed on the job and how you 
have experience with those and how you think you can do that for the company you are interviewing with after 
learning from them.  This helps set expectations between you and the company during interview.  Do this with the
friend/family member until you are tired of knowing it inside and out.

3.    Over the phone interview: Get dressed in a suit just like you would for an in-person interview, this gets you in the
right mindset.  Be in a quite place with good reception where you will not get interrupted for an hour.  Have a 
computer available in case they ask you to look something up.  Have a notepad and a something to drink.  Use the
bathroom prior.

4. In-Person Interview: Same as above, suit is preferred, even for blue collar jobs.  Plan to arrive 30 minutes early in 
case there is car/transportation trouble.  Let  them know you will be arriving 10 min and where you can be (lobby
or a waiting area etc).  Take a video of this talking about how you are at the interview, so it helps future vets relate.

5. Remember your training (this) and be yourself, let them know you researched their organization, and if this is your 
first time used a veteran placement firm help you with the interview based upon the min requirements, this will 
empower you to the interviewer in the fact that you were preparing.  
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Step 4: How we a different?
Need to Know: Veterans spend hours trying to figure out Civilian job terms and aspects that may be unfamiliar to them.
Why not work with a Team who already “Made Rank” in doing this to ensure your success if you follow the process

1. Most Job sites are not set up for vets: (See next slide for Google Vet Jobs) unless you are applying to military contract
work, many civilian sites are a different language-AND they expect you to “get it” or else you aren’t prepared for the job 

2. I applied, now what? There is no “now what” if your resume was not even close.. So you wait and don’t hear anything. 
That is why you need a baseline understanding of how a resume works from the slides above to even get a response.       have experience with those and how you think you can do that for the company you are interviewing with 

3. Who do I turn to?: Get GovContractJobs and its team, trained by Special Operations staffing veterans are avail within 
12 hours to give you guidance.  That is why we deliver 3 specific jobs with 48 hours and 7 after.  So you have time to 
react and learn and have team.

4.   They want to talk to me! Now what?: Interview time, see above and if there are any aspects you are not sure of,
drop us a chat or email at support@govcj.com

5.   I’m getting hired! Later right?, Remember the Team?  We need testimonials like yours to help other Vets like you. So
it’s not “one and out” especially if you need work again.. Take the time to help us with your story to help other vets 
where you were days prior to getting picked up.  We didn’t let you down, we ask that you be an Ambassador for the 
model, and in doing so there are further rewards for doing so.
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Why use GovContractJobs when I can just Google “Veteran Jobs”?
Title: (?) As a vet, I had the same 
understanding of a ‘Job Title’ as someone non-
military knows about MOS..  Basically no idea..1 2

3
Words, Words, more Words: We have over 10 years reading 1000’s 

of resumes.. good, bad, ugly.. WE do the reading for you and determine if 
your resume is a match to a position.. Even AI can’t do inference on Vet Life –
to Civilian World..  You need a former vet organization w/trained staff..

O*Net Data: (?) Maybe good intentioned, but its 
2010 data with 2018 ‘Coming soon’..  You need job 
info related to you today not 1-9 years ago from a 
Gov website (BLS, Dept Labor)

Answer: Your Time  -Saved, Your Effort -Saved, with a Veteran Team 

Company Type (?) 50% of vets have training in the military that is not 
directly applicable to the civilian ‘Company Types’ (see highlighted) so this is 
simply frustrating.. Something sounds interesting enough to find out you need 
to spend your GI/911 Bill on school just qualify to try it
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